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Chapterr 5 

Softt Constraint Propagation 

5.11 Introduction 

5.1.11 Motivations 

Thee standard approach to constraint programming, as in Chapters 2 and 4, as-
sumess as constraints only the so-called crisp, hard or classical constraints. As 
statedd in Chapter 2 on p. 11, in the classical constraint programming paradigm 
aa constraint can only assign one out of two values to an instantiation: either 
true,true, the instantiation is consistent with the constraint, or false, it is inconsis-
tent.. While this approach leads to efficient constraint solving and propagation 
algorithms,, in some real life situations, it can be too restrictive, and a more 
expressivee framework is regarded as more adequate and natural. 

Forr instance, suppose a user is uncertain whether a constraint should either 
alloww or forbid a certain instantiation; namely the user cannot decide, on the 
evidencee of the available information, whether a certain set of values is consistent 
orr inconsistent with the constraint. Then the user has only two alternatives, either 
yess or no, in a crisp constraint setting. Instead, in a soft constraint environment 
thee user would be able to choose to what extent an instantiation can satisfy 
aa constraint. This is the case of systems for user interface applications, based 
onn constraint hierarchies (see [BFBW92, WB93, SMFBB93, BAFB96, Jam96, 
BMSX97,, Bar97a, Bar97b, Hos98, Bar98, BFB98]): a user can set preferences on 
geometricall  constraints, for example, between the cursor and the lines that the 
userr wants to draw on a computer screen; some constraints will have a higher 
priorityy over the others, so that any optimal partial solution to the problem has 
alwayss to satisfy them. 

InIn general, soft constraints allow users to model, naturally, those real life 
problemss which possess features like preferences, uncertainties, costs, levels of 
importancee or absence of solutions. 

85 5 
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5.1.22 Outline 

Theree are several formalisations of soft constraint problems. In this thesis, we 
considerr the one based on semirings [BMR97]. A semiring structure provides: 

 a non-empty set of elements that represent the desired features, like uncer-
tainties,, preferences or others; 

 a partial order to compare those and thus constraints; 

 two operations for combining features and hence constraints: one returns 
thee least upper bound with respect to the semiring order; whereas the other 
returnss a lower bound with respect to the same order. 

Thiss formalism is a generalisation of existing approaches to soft CSPs. For in-
stance,, the semiring based framework is a generalisation of the following others: 
crispp CSPs, see Chapter 2; weighted or optimisation CSPs, see [DKL01]; valued 
CSPs,, see [SFV95, dGVS97, SchOO]; some fuzzy ([DFP93, Rut94]) and probabilis-
ticc ([FL93]) CSPs. 

Inn the literature, some of the standard constraint propagation algorithms for 
crispp CSPs were successfully extended, and adapted, to semiring based CSPs. 
Thiss has lead to an algorithm schema, based on rules, for soft constraint propa-
gation.. At each step of that schema, a subproblem of the original input problem 
iss solved, see [BMR97], In this chapter, we briefly recall this rule based schema 
andd show how it can be recast through iterations of functions, see Section 5.4 
below. . 

Constraintt propagation over crisp constraints was studied in depth in Chap-
terr 4 by means of the SGI schema presented in Chapter 3. In this chapter, we 
provee that the SGI schema can also be instantiated to a number of soft constraint 
propagationn algorithms: all those that are instances of the rule based schema, 
sincee this is generalised by the SGI schema, see Section 5.4; a series of algorithms 
whichh the original rule based schema cannot account for, see Section 5.5. In or-
derr to prove this, it is sufficient to define appropriate partial orders between soft 
CSPs,, see Section 5.3. 

Moreover,, by analysing the types of functions that SGI iterates, we shall prove 
inn Section 5.4 that soft constraint propagation can be enforced by means of func-
tionss which are not necessarily idempotent, as instead originally demanded by 
thee rule based schema. Thus ours is a double generalisation: in fact, we neither 
requiree that functions for soft constraint propagation should solve a subproblem; 
norr that they should be idempotent, see Section 5.4. The relaxation of these as-
sumptionss allows us to account for further notions of soft constraint propagation 
thatt are not expressible through the rule based schema, see Section 5.5. 

Therefore,, the SGI algorithm provides a general schema for soft constraint 
propagationn as well. Properties of the schema are applicable to all its instances. 
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InIn particular in Section 5.4 we apply SGI to soft CSPs and attack not so easy 
tasks,, like the following, in the context of soft constraint propagation: 

 Is it true that each execution of a soft constraint propagation algorithm 
alwayss return the same result? When does it happen (see Subsection 5.4.3)? 

 Under which conditions does every execution of a soft constraint propaga-
tionn algorithm terminate (see Subsection 5.4.4)? 

InIn Chapter 4, we prove that the SGI algorithm always terminates whenever 
itit  iterates inflationary functions over finite domains or constraints; this finiteness 
hypothesiss turn out to be common to all the analysed constraint propagation 
algorithmss in Chapter 4. However, when we deal with semiring based constraints 
thee set of preferences (i.e., the semiring universe) can be infinite, although the 
domainn and constraint set are finite: for example, probabilistic constraints can 
bee defined through a semiring that contains all the real numbers in the ordered 
intervall  [0,1]. Furthermore, the semiring structure for weighted constraints con-
tainss either all real or all natural numbers. Thus it is not realistic to assume 
thatt semiring based CSPs have finite constraints, hence we need to find another 
propertyy than finiteness to guarantee the termination of the SGI schema. 

Ourr first termination result is mainly concerned with the partial order over soft 
constraintt satisfaction problems. It can be used to prove the termination of soft 
constraintt propagation algorithms over weighted constraints, if preferences range 
overr natural numbers and suitable functions are used for soft propagation. Our 
secondd result for the termination of SGI is related to the two semiring operations 
andd its order. In turn, the latter result can be used to guarantee the termination 
off  soft constraint propagation algorithms over probabilistic constraints. 

Bothh the aforementioned results guarantee termination in a number of cases, 
howeverr their hypotheses may be difficult to check. Nevertheless, when the second 
semiringg operation coincides with the greatest lower bound operation, the semir-
ingg is also a distributive lattice; then all finitely generated sets, via the semiring 
operations,, are finite; thereby, functions for constraint propagation, expressed 
throughh the semiring operations, can only return finitely many values. For in-
stance,, this is the case of crisp constraints, and also that of fuzzy constraints, 
e.g.. functions for constraint propagation are combinations of max and min on the 
intervall  [0,1] of real numbers. Thus in such cases we obtain a third termination 
result,, whose range of applicability is the most restricted, but whose hypotheses 
aree the easiest to check. 

5.1.33 Structure 

Thee chapter is organised as follows. First, Section 5.2 introduces semirings, the 
semiringg based formalism for soft constraints, and its basic operations on con-
straints.. Section 5.3 treats some orders among semirings, constraints, and prob-
lems,, necessary for defining soft constraint propagation via rules and SGI. So, in 
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Sectionn 5.4, the SGI algorithm schema is extended to soft CSPs, and is proved to 
encompasss the rule based schema for soft constraint propagation. Subsection 5.4.4 
iss concerned with the termination of the SGI schema. Finally, in Section 5.5 we 
displayy some arc constraint propagation algorithms and study them via SGI, and 
inn Section 5.6 we discuss some limitations of our approaches and possible future 
directions. . 

5.22 Soft Constraints 

Inn the semiring based formalism of [BMR97], a soft constraint is like a classical 
constraint,, namely a relation, such that each of its tuples gets assigned a pref-
erencee value. So, if we recast relations through their respective characteristic 
functions,, passing from crisp to soft constraints means allowing the characteristic 
functionn of a constraint to range over more values than just T (true) and J_ (false). 
Oncee additional values are provided for constraints, suitable operations for their 
combinationn and comparison have to be provided as well. Semiring structures, as 
characterisedd below, give us all those ingredients. 

5.2.11 Constraint Semirings 

Constraintt semirings and lattices 

AA  constraint semiring, briefly c-semiring, is a structure»S := (5, <s, x, _L, T) that 
enjoyss the following properties: 

 (S, ) is a complete lattice, with bottom _L, and top T; 

 x is a binary operation on 5, which is commutative, associative, has  as 
absorbingg element and T as unit one. Moreover, x distributes over the least 
upperr bound operation, denoted with V. 

Noticee that the above definition is not the original one that is adopted in ib., 
neverthelesss ours is equivalent to the latter. In this thesis, we prefer the lattice 
characterisationn of c-semirings because it directly highlights the partial order 
relation,, which plays a central role in the study of termination for soft constraint 
propagation. . 

Somee useful properties of c-semirings 

Thee greatest lower bound operation and x are related. In fact, if A denotes the 
greatestt lower bound operation of S, then 

aa x b <s a A b, 
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forr every pair of elements a and b in S. The above relation holds iff both the 
followingg ones do: 

a x K s aa and a x b <s b. 

Too prove the above relations, it is sufficient to ascertain that x enjoys the following 
property: : 

aa x c <s a (5.1) 

forr every pair of elements a and c in S; this amounts to saying that x is inflationary 
withh respect to the reverse >s order relation. Now, the relation (5.1) holds iff 
xx is monotone with respect to <$. This can be proved to hold iff the following 
relationn holds: 

aa x c <s a x b if c <s b. (5.2) 

Thenn we exploit the fact that the top element T is the unit of x and infer (5.1). 
Soo we are left to prove the monotonicity relation as in (5.2). But this is easy, 
becausee the hypothesis c V b = b yields the equality 

aa x (c V b) = a x b, 

andd because x distributes over V. 
Wee collect all the above results and some well-known facts concerning the 

leastt upper bound operation V in the following lemma, as they will be used over 
andd over in this chapter; see also ib. 

LEMM AA 5.2.1. 

 For every pair of elements a and b in S, we have that a x b <s a Ab. 

 The x operation is inflationary with respect to>s, whereas V is inflationary 
withwith respect to <s: i.e., a <s a V c and axe <s c, for every a and c in S. 

 Both x and V are monotone with respect to <g: i.e., a x b <s c x d, 
aa V b <s c V d whenever a <s c and b <s d. 

 The V operation is idempotent: i.e., a V a = a, for every a 6 S. If x 
isis idempotent as well, then this coincides with A and the c-semiring is a 
completecomplete distributive lattice. 

PROOF.. We are only left to prove the second part of the last item. So, let us 
assumee that x is idempotent. Then the relations 

aa A b <s a, 

aa A b <s b, 

andd the monotonicity of x with respect to <s entail the relation 

(aa A b) x (a A b) <s ax b. (5.3) 
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Byy hypothesis, x is idempotent, hence (a A b) x (a A b) is equal to aAb. This and 
(5.3)) yield the relation 

aa A b <s a x b. 

Thuss the equality a /\b = a x b follows now from the last relation above and its 
reversee as in the first item.

5.2.22 Soft Constraints 

Givenn a c-semiring S := (£, <g, x, _L, T), a domain scheme X and a domain D 
overr X (see Chapter 2), we can now define an «S soft constraint C(s), over a 
schemee s of X and the domain D on X, as a function 

C{s)C{s) : D [s]  H+ 5. 

Intuitively,, C(s) provides each tuple d £ D [s] with a preference value in the 
c-semiringg universe S. 

AA  soft constraint satisfaction problem (SCSP) on S is a structure P = (X, D, C) 
thatt is defined as follows: 

 X is a variable scheme and D is a domain set over X, 

 C is a set of S soft constraints over schemes in X. 

Wheneverr the semiring S to which we refer is clear from the context, we shall not 
mentionn it; hence we shall usually write soft constraints and SCSP. 

5.2.33 Examples 

Crispp CSPs 

Crispp CSPs are SCSPs for which the chosen c-semiring is the Boolean algebra 

Bool=Bool= , 

inn which < is defined via the Boolean disjunction: a<6 i f faV& — b. 
Byy means of Bool we can associate a Boolean value, either _L (false) or T 

(true),, with each tuple of elements in D. So here a constraint over Bool corre-
spondss to the characteristic function of a crisp constraint as in Chapter 2. 

Weightedd CSPs 

Weightedd or optimisation CSPs over natural numbers (see [DKL01]) can be de-
finedd by means of the c-semiring 

WeightWeight = (N, <N, +, 0, +oo), 

inn which <^ is the standard total order over the set of natural numbers. 
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EXAMPLEE 5.2.2. Reconsider the MAP COLOURABILITY PROBLEM as in Subsec-
tionn 2.3.1 and suppose now to have exactly two colours, aqua and blue, for every 
variablee xi, x  ̂ and ar3 of the problem. Clearly, the problem does not admit any 
solutionn if expressed as a crisp CSP. But suppose now that we want to find an op-
timall  solution; in that, we want to maximise the number of satisfied constraints. 
Thenn it is sufficient to recast the same constraints we had in Subsection 2.3.1 as 
weightedd constraints. Each of them will assign 0 to the pairs (aqua, aqua) and 
(blue,blue),(blue,blue), and 1 to all the remaining pairs. In this case, given a total assign-
ment,, we shall count the number of constraints it satisfies (via 5Z), and if this 
thiss number is the maximum (with respect to <) we shall regard this assignment 
ass a "solution"' to this weighted MAP COLOURABILITY PROBLEM. 

Probabilisticc and fuzzy CSPs 

Probabilisticc CSPs with minimum and maximum (see [FL93]) can be defined via 
thee c-semiring 

Prob(min,Prob(min, max) = ([0,1], >R,max,0,1), 

inn which >R is the standard linear order over real numbers and max the corre-
spondingg maximum operator. 

Onn the other hand, fuzzy CSPs with maximum and minimum (see [DFP93, 
Rut94])) can be defined via the c-semiring 

Fuzzy(max,Fuzzy(max, min) = ([0,1], <R, min, 0,1), 

inn which <R is the standard linear order over real numbers and min the corre-
spondingg minimum operator. 

EXAMPLEE 5.2.3. Let us consider the MAP COLOURABILITY PROBLEM as in Ex-
amplee 5.2.2 again, and suppose that now we have a slight preference towards 
anyy assignment that gives x3 the colour aqua; that is, we are not happy with 
maximisingg the number of satisfied constraints, but we have a preference towards 
aa specific colour for a specific country. Then we could express this preference 
byy recasting C(xi,x3) and C(x2,x3) as fuzzy constraints, so that these assign a 
greaterr value in the interval [0,1] to the tuple (blue,aqua) than to (aqua,blue). 
AA "solution" is such that the returned value for the assignment aqua to x3 is the 
maximummaximum over all the minimum values for the assignments in which the colour 
aquaaqua is given to x3. 

5.2.44 Basic Operations on Soft Constraints 

Havingg defined soft constraints, we can now extend the basic operations for crisp 
constraints,, namely projection and join, to analogous operations for soft ones. 
Thesee are easily provided by means of the c-semiring operation x and the least 
upperr bound one; see [BMR97], where join is called combination. 
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Join n 

Givenn two constraints, Cx :=  Ci(si) and C2 := C2(s2), their join d M C2 is the 
constraintt over the scheme t :=  si U s2 such that 

C , M C 2 ( d ) : = C i ( d [ « i ] ) x C2 ( d y, , 

forr every d € D [t] (remember that d [SJ] is the projection of the tuple d over s*). 
Inn other words, the join of two constraints assigns, to each tuple, a value that 

iss the product (via the c-semiring x) of the respective values returned by the two 
jointt constraints. 

Thee join operation is associative, since x is. Therefore M, which is defined as 
aa binary operation, is easily extended to an operation over any finite number of 
constraints. . 

EXAMPLEE 5.2.4. In Example 5.2.3 the join of the two fuzzy constraints C\ := 
C(xi,xC(xi,x33)) and C2 := C(x2,xs) is a constraint on C(xi,x2,x3) that assigns, for 
instance,, to (aqua, blue, aqua) the minimum between the values Ci(aqua,aqua) 
andd C2(blue, aqua). While, in the case of Example 5.2.2, the join of the constraints 
C\C\ and C2, now interpreted over the weighted c-semiring with natural numbers, 
iss the sum of C\(aqua,aqua) and C2(blue,aqua). 

Projection n 

Givenn a constraint C := C(s) and a scheme t of s, the projection of C over t, 
denotedd by Ut(C), is the unique constraint over t such that 

UUtt(C)(d)(C)(d) := \/ {C(e) : eeD[s] and e [t]  = d] . 

So,, the projection of a constraint over 5 assigns, to each tuple d, the least upper 
boundd of the values assigned, by the original constraint, to all the tuples that are 
equall  to d when projected over s. 

EXAMPLEE 5.2.5. Let us consider Example 5.2.3 and assume that C := C(xi,x3) 
assignss 1/2 to (aqua,blue), then 1 to the most preferred assignment (blue, aqua), 
andd 0 to all the other ones. Then the projection of C over x3 is the constraint 
C(xC(x33)) on x3 that assigns 1 to aqua, and 1/2 to blue. If C assigns +oc to 
(blue,aqua),(blue,aqua), 1 to (aqua, blue), 0 to the remaining pairs, and is hence recast as 
aa weighted constraint as in Example 5.2.2, then the projection of C over z3 will 
assignn +oo to aqua and 1 to blue. 

5.2.55 Solutions and Equivalent Problems 

Solutions s 

Inn case of a crisp CSP P := (X,D,C), a solution to P is a tuple of D that 
belongss to each constraint in C, see Chapter 2. In other words, a solution is 
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aa tuple to which every P constraint assigns the value true, namely T, in the 
Booleann structure Bool, see Subsection 5.2.3. 

Wee repeat the same procedure for computing soft solutions. First, we need to 
completecomplete the soft problem P and obtain its completion P, like in Subsection 2.4.2 
inn case of crisp CSPs: 

 if there is more than one constraint on a scheme s, say C\,..., Ck, then we 
replacee them with the constraint on s equal to Mj=1 d that corresponds 
too intersection in the crisp case; 

 if there are no constraints on a scheme s in P, then we create a new con-
straintt C :=  C(s) that assigns the top value to every tuple in D [s], namely 
C(d)C(d) := T, for every deD[s\. 

Considerr the completion P = (X,D,C) of an SCSP P. Then the solution to P 
iss the constraint 

Sol{P)Sol{P) =MC€P C\ 

thatt is the constraint which assigns, to each tuple, the product via x of the values 
assignedd by the constraints in the completed problem. 

Iff  we are only interested in a solution over a scheme s of X, then we obtain a 
solutionsolution to P over s by projecting Sol(P) over s; so we define it as 

Sol(P,Sol(P, s) = UsSol{P). 

Clearly,, Sol{P) = Sol{P,X). 

Equivalence e 

Inn the case of crisp constraints, two CSPs on the same scheme are equivalent if 
theyy have the same set of solutions; see Definition 2.4.1. A similar characterisation 
off  equivalence among problems is found in the semiring based case, with the 
requirementt that the problems share the same c-semiring and domain set. 

TwoTwo SCSPs on the same c-semiring S, scheme X and domain set D, say 
PiPi := {X,D,Ci) and P2 := (X1D,C2), are equivalent if Sol{Pi) = Sol{P2). In 
thiss case, we write Pi = P2-

Sincee two equivalent SCSPs are defined on the same c-semiring and domain 
set,, they also have equal solutions on each scheme of X: i.e., their equivalence 
yields s 

Sol{PSol{P11,s):=Sol{P,s):=Sol{P22,s),s) (5.4) 

forfor every scheme s of X. Notice that, if the two domains were different, there 
wouldd be no guarantee for (5.4) to hold. Indeed, the concept of equivalence and, 
moree specifically, that of solution in case of SCSPs are interesting and subtle 
issues,, see [BCROO, GenOla, GenOlb]. 
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EXAMPLEE 5.2.6. The solution to the max-min fuzzy CSP P of Example 5.2.3 
assigns,, to each state xt and colour for x{, a value in [0,1]. For instance, let us 
considerr the tuple of colours (aqua, blue, aqua) for xux2,x3. If C(x\,x2) assigns 
1/22 to (aqua,blue), C(x2,x3) assigns 1 to (blue,aqua) and C{xux3) assigns 1/3 
too (aqua, aqua), then Sol(P) will assign the minimum of all these values, i.e. 
1/3,, to (aqua, blue,aqua). Suppose that Sol(P) assigns 1/4 to (aqua, blue,blue). 
Thenn Sol(P, (xl,x2)) will assign 1/3, i.e. the maximum between 1/3 and 1/4, to 
(aqua,(aqua, blue). 

5.33 Soft Orders 

Ass in the case of crisp CSPs, we need partial orders on SCSPs, to compare both 
themm and the iterations of functions defined on them. In the crisp case, partial 
orderss are based on the subset relation, see Subsection 2.5.2. For instance, in the 
crispp case, we can compare the constraint Ci(s) and C2(s) if Ci(s) C C2(s). If we 
recastt the subset relation in terms of characteristic functions, we can rewrite it 
ass follows: 

XcM<XcM,XcM<XcM, (5.5) 

forr every d in the domain on s, where < can only compare T and J_. 
Now,, there is an obvious candidate for < in (5.5) when we generalise crisp to 

semiringg based constraints: that is, the partial order relation <s of the c-semiring. 
Followingg this idea, we first introduce a partial order relation among con-

straintss via <s, see Subsection 5.3.1; then we lif t such order to a partial order on 
constraintt sets in Subsection 5.3.2, and finally to problems, see Subsection 5.3.3. 

Inn order to simplify the discussion, we adopt a common convention when 
dealingg with soft constraints: we always assume that SCSPs are complete. If 
necessary,, incomplete SCSPs can first be completed. 

CONVENTIONN 5.3.1. In the remainder of this chapter, we always assume that 
everyy SCSP P is complete. 

Thee above assumption, strictly speaking, is not necessary for the results in 
thee remainder of this chapter. However, it simplifies our discussion and notation. 

5.3.11 Constraint Order 

Givenn the partial ordering < s of a c-semiring S, we can define a new partial order 
relationn among constraints, as follows. 

DEFINITIONN 5.3.1. Let «5 := (S, <s. x, X, T) be a c-semiring, X a scheme and D 
aa domain set over X. Then consider two constraints C\ :=  Ci(s) and C2 := C2(s) 
overr the scheme s of X. We write C\ Cs C2 if the following conditions are both 
satisfied: : 
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1.. for all the tuples d e D [s], C2{d) <s Cx{d); 

2.. there exists a tuple d G D[s] for which C2(d) <s Ci(d). 

Wee write C\ Qs C2 hi  c a se onl y the first relation holds. 

InIn other words, the constraint C\ is smaller than or equal to C2 in the order 
QsQs if the former constraint assigns, to each tuple, either the same value as C2, or 
aa greater value with respect to <s- Loosely speaking, C2 is preferred to C\ if the 
formerr constraint is possibly more restrictive than the latter, loosely speaking. 

THEOREMM  5.3.2. The relation C5 is a partial order among constraints defined 
onon the same c-semiring S := {S, <s, x, _L, T), scheme X and domain set D. 

PROOF.. We need to prove that Cs is a reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive re-
lation.. Reflexivity holds trivially. To prove antisymmetry, suppose that C\ Qs C2 

andd C2 Qs C\\ this yields that both constraints share the same scheme, say s. 
Now,, for all tuples d G D [s], we have both Ci(d) <s C2{d) and C2{d) <s Ci(d), 
hencee C\{d) = C2(d). Therefore, C\ = C2. The transitivity of C5 follows from the 
transitivityy of <$.

5.3.22 Constraint Set Order 
Wee can now easily extend the order Cs over constraints to a new order between 
constraintconstraint sets as follows. 

DEFINITIONN 5.3.3. Let *S := (S, <s, x, _L, T) be a c-semiring, X a scheme and 
DD a domain set over X. Consider two sets of constraints, C\ and C2, over X, D 
andd S. We write C\ Cc C2 if the following two properties both hold: 

1.. there exist precisely one constraint C\(s) in C\ on s, and precisely one 
constraintt C2(s) in C2 on s, for each scheme s of X; 

2.. for each scheme s on X, we have that the relation Ci(s) Qs C2(s) holds 
betweenn the constraints of C\ and C2 on s. 

Thee intuitive reading of C\ Cc C2 is that the problems that C2 yield are at least 
ass constraining as those of Ci, because C2 has at least as many more or equally 
restrictivee constraints as C\ has, loosely speaking. 

THEOREMM  5.3.4. Consider a collection C of constraint sets on the same c-semiring 
SS := (S, <s, x, _L, T), scheme X and domain set D. Then the relation Qc is a 

partialpartial order between constraint sets in C. 
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PROOF.. Reflexivity trivially holds. As for antisymmetry, suppose that both 
C\C\ Qc C2 and C2 Qc C\ hold. Thus both the following relations hold for 
eachh scheme s on X: C\(s) C5 C2(s) and Ci(s) Qs C2(s), for C\ G C\ and 
C2C2 G C2. Hence C\(s) — C2(s) for each scheme s on X, because C5 is a partial 
orderr relation, see Theorem 5.3.2. Transitivity follows similarly, by exploiting the 
transitivityy of C5. D 

5.3.33 Problem Orderings 

Att this point, we know two partial orders for SCPS: a partial order among con-
straintss (Qs)'i this lifted to constraint sets (Ec)- However, constraint propagation 
algorithmss have SCSPs in input; therefore, we need a partial order relation among 
SCSPss to enforce soft constraint propagation by means of the SGI algorithm. 

DEFINITIONN 5.3.5. Given a c-semiring S := (S, <s, x, _L, T), consider two prob-
lemss over it, with the same scheme X and domain set D, say Pi — (X,D,C\) 
andd P2 = (X, D, C2). Then we write Px QP P2 if Cx Qc C2. 

NOTEE 5.3.6. Notice how the above relation does not involve the domain set D 
att all; the comparison of semiring-based problems takes place at the level of 
constraintt sets. Compare it to the definition of partial orders on CSPs, see Sub-
sectionn 2.5.2. There are at least two reasons for such a difference, the latter 
followingg from the former: 

1.1. the definition of equivalence among SCSPs is meaningful only if the prob-
lemss share the same variable domains, see Subsection 5.2.5; 

2.2. arc consistency for SCSPs modifies unary constraints instead of variable 
domains;; in general, constraint propagation algorithms for SCSPs do not 
alterr the domains of variables. 

Wee are in the position to define a partially ordered structure that contains all of 
thee SCSPs that constraint propagation algorithms step-by-step compute, start-
ingg from their input SCSP. The following definition is a generalisation of Defini-
tionn 2.5.2 to the case of semiring based soft constraints. 

DEFINITIONN 5.3.7. Consider a c-semiring S :=  (S,<s, x,_L,T) and an SCSP 
PP := (X, D, C) over it. Then the soft closure of P, denoted by P |, is the class 
off  all problems P' on »S, X and D such that the relation P Qp P' holds. 

THEOREMM 5.3.8. Consider a c-semiring S :— {S, <s, x, _!_, T), and an SCSP 
PP :=  (X, D, C) over it. Then the following statements hold: 

 {-PTi Qp) is a partial ordering; 
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 the bottom of ( P |, CP) is P itself. 

PROOF.. We prove the first claim, the other one is immediate from the definition 
off  P |. As usual, we only prove that the relation is antisymmetric, because transi-
tivit yy can be proved similarly and reflexivity is trivial. Hence, suppose that both 
PiPi EP P2 »nd Pi EP P\ n°l<i between two SCSPs in P\. So both those SCSPs 
aree defined on the same scheme X and domain set D. Moreover, C\ Cc C2 and 
CiCi Qc Ci- From the two last relations and Theorem 5.3.4, we infer the identity 
dd = C2. Thus Px = P2. D 

Again,, we have an analogous result for crisp and soft CSPs. 

FACTT 5-3.9. Consider an SCSP P over a c-semiring S, and its soft closure Pf. 
ThenThen the following statements hold: 

1.1. if Pi CP P2 and Pi e Pt then P2 e PT; 

2.2. if Pi EP P2, then P2 T^ Pi |. ° 

Thee above statement has a counterpart in the crisp case: Fact 2.5.3. 
Wee have now obtained a partial ordering ( P |, C, P), for every problem P. The 

problemss in P | differ at most in their constraint components. However, such a 
partiall  ordering on a SCSP P may contain too many problems with respect to 
thosee that specific soft constraint propagation algorithms step-by-step compute, 
startingg from the given SCSP P. 

Wee faced a similar situation with crisp CSPs: as our analysis in Chapter 4 
clarifies,, the closure of a problem carries over too many subproblems, that are not 
iteratedd by certain constraint propagation algorithms. So, in Subsection 2.5.2, we 
carvedd out those orderings — each based on a different subfamily of P | — that 
aree of interest in the analysis of constraint propagation algorithms as in Chapter 4. 

Inn the case of crisp CSPs, we distinguished between domain orderings (see 
p.. 24) and constraint orderings (see p. 25) on CSPs. We do not have this dis-
tinctionn for SCSPs, since soft problem orderings are based on the comparison of 
constraintt sets only; see also Note 5.3.6. So all we shall need in the analysis of 
softt constraint propagation is the following refinement of the problem ordering 
onn SCSPs. 

DEFINITIONN 5.3.10. Let P be a problem over a c-semiring $, and consider its 
softt closure P |- Assume that T{P) is a family of problems P' e PT- If P belongs 
too ^ (P), then the structure 

{F(P),Q,P) {F(P),Q,P) 
iss called a problem ordering on P. 

Givenn the above definition, any subset of PT, to which the complete problem P 
belongs,, gives rise to a problem ordering on P. This generality will prove helpful 
whenn studying termination conditions, see Subsection 5.4.4 below. 
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5.44 Soft Constraint Propagat ion via SGI 

Ourr goal in this section is to analyse soft constraint propagation. First we define 
aa schema for constraint propagation which is based on functions that are called 
"rules",, as originally defined in [BMR97], see Subsection 5.4.1; each of those rules 
iss limited to a combination of projection and join, in that they solve a subproblem 
off  the input problem. Then we extend soft constraint propagation based on rule 
iterationss by means of SGI iterations — see also Subsection 5.4.2 — and conclude 
byy tackling the issue of termination for soft constraint propagation algorithms 
inn Subsection 5.4.4. 

5.4.11 Soft Constraint Propagation via Rules 

Severall  traditional constraint propagation algorithms for crisp CSPs can be ex-
tendedd to SCSPs. For this purpouse, the notion of constraint propagation rule 
wass introduced in ib. 

Rulee iterations 

Lett us consider a c-semiring «S := {S, <s, x, _L, T), a domain D over X and a 
constraintt C'(s) on a scheme s of X and the domain D. Assume that P := 
{X,{X, £>, C) is a problem over «S, and C{s) is the constraint on s of P. Then 
PP [C(s)/C'(s)\ denotes the problem that differs from P only in the constraint on 
s,, which is set equal to C'(s). 

Lett P be an SCSP as above; then consider a scheme s of X and a scheme t of 
ss itself. A constraint propagation rule rs

t for P, on s and t, is a function on P\ 
thatt is defined as follows: 

r*r* tt(P>):=P'[C(t)/Il(P>):=P'[C(t)/Il ttSol(P,s)}, Sol(P,s)}, 

forr any P' e Pf. 
Inn other words, the application of rf to P' e P] adds the constraint HtSol(P', s) 

overr the scheme t to P'. That constraint is obtained by combining all the con-
straintss of P' on s, and then projecting the resulting constraint over t. 

Oncee a c-semiring *S := (S,<s, x ,X,T) and an SCSP P := {X,D,C) are 
given,, a rule based on X is any rule rf for P, on two schemes, s of X, and t of s. 

Thee application of a sequence of rules to a problem is obtained by composing 
thee rules in their order of occurrence in the sequence. An infinite sequence of 
ruless from a finite set R is fair if each rule of R occurs in the sequence infinitely 
often. . 

So,, given a problem P := (X, D,C) and a finite set of rules R on X, rule-
basedbased constraint propagation RonX, starting from P, is defined as a fair iteration 
off  rules from R so that the first rule in the sequence is applied to P. The following 
statementt concerns itself with some properties of constraint propagation via rules. 
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THEOREMM  5.4.1 ([BMR97]). Consider a rule-based constraint propagation R, 
startingstarting from an SCSP P. IfR stabilises at P', then P' is a common fixpoint of 
allall  the rules from R. This common fixpoint P' is both unique and equivalent to 
P,P, provided that x is idempotent. D 

Noticee that fairness is assumed to ensure that the problem at which the iteration 
stabilisess is a common fixpoint of all the rules; and the idempotency of x is used 
too ensure both the uniqueness of the result and the equivalence. 

However,, the additional hypothesis of fairness is redundant for the SGI al-
gorithmm schema, as its task is accomplished by the update operator, see Sub-
sectionn 5.4.2. So we shall drop the assumption of fairness and only restrict our 
attentionn to bare iterations of rules. Still, we shall be able to prove that the 
stabilisationn point is always unique due to the monotonicity of rules, see Sub-
sectionn 5.4.3. In the following part, we list the main properties of rules — as 
functionss — as they are used in Subsection 5.4.3. 

Order-relatedd Properties of Soft Constraint Propagation Rules 

Wee recall, from Subsection 5.2.5, that two problems Pi and P2, defined on the 
samee scheme and domain, are equivalent if they have the same solution constraint; 
iff  this is the case, we write Pi = P2. 

Thee following lemma lists the main properties of soft constraint propagation 
ruless that are related to the SCSP order, see Definition 5.3.5. 

LEMM AA 5.4.2. Consider a problem P := {X,£),C} on a c-semiring S, and a 
rulerule r based on X. 

 If P' € P], then r(P') is still in P |. So r, defined on X, is a function on 
P |.. Moreover, P' = r(P') if x is idempotent. 

 Furthermore, P' C.p r(P'), for every P' e P |. 

 Consider two SCSPs, P: and P2 in P]. If Px CP P2, then r{Pi) QP r(P2). 

PROOF.. The second property states that rules are inflationary functions over any 
constraintt ordering on P. This is based on the inflationarity of x and V, as in 
Lemmaa 5.2.1, and the definition of SCSP order. Whereas the last property is 
concernedd with the monotonicity of rules, and again follows from Lemma 5.2.1 
andd the definition of SCSP order.
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5.4.22 Soft Constraint Propagation via the SGI Schema 

Thee functions that are iterated in a rule based constraint propagation are of a 
specificc form: they are obtained from join and projection, so that each of them 
solvess a subproblem of the input problem. Whereas the SGI algorithm does not 
imposee any specific request on the iterated functions. Functions can be of any sort 
inn the SGI schema; so we are able to generalise rule-based constraint propagation 
ass follows. 

DEFINITIONN 5.4.3. Consider an SCSP problem P over a c-semiring S. A soft 
constraintconstraint function for P is a function ƒ : P| i— P |. 

Noticee that a function ƒ on a family T{P) of P j, i.e., 

ƒƒ : HP) ~ HPl (5-6) 

cann be uniquely extended to a function on the whole set P |: that is to a constraint 
functionn as in Definition 5.4.3. We only need to define it equal to the identity 
onn every problem that does not belong to F(P). Vice versa, if ƒ is a constraint 
functionn and F(P) is closed for it as in (5.6), then ƒ can be restricted to a 
functionn over T{P). The distinction is only notational in this context, therefore 
wee shall usually ignore it, and freely refer to any function for which (5.6) holds 
ass a constraint function over T(P). 

Functionss versus rules. The characterisation of soft constraint function given 
inn Definition 5.4.3 abandons a number of assumptions and attributes of rules and 
rule-basedd constraint propagations (see Subsection 5.4.1): 

 soft constraint functions do not necessarily compute solutions to subprob-
lems; ; 

 soft constraint functions are neither assumed to be monotone and inflation-
ary,, nor idempotent if x is; 

 the fairness assumption on iterations of soft constraint functions is not re-
quired. . 

Thee first generalisation is the most rewarding one, in that a number of constraint 
propagationn algorithms do not exactly solve subproblems, but compute an ap-
proximationn of its solutions; see, for example, the basic algorithm for bound-
consistencyconsistency in [MS98], or generalised arc consistency for SCSPs as in Section 5.5 
below.. Thus SGI for SCSPs allows us to instantiate more algorithms than the 
originall  rule based schema. 

Ass for the fairness hypothesis, there is no loss in abandoning it, as update takes 
itss role. In fact, as far as the update operator satisfies Axiom 3.3.1, see Chapter 3, 
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thee SGI schema computes a common fixpoint of all the iterated functions. We 
rewritee that axiom and the SGI algorithm below for the reader's convenience, and 
specialisee them to SCSPs. Remember that Fp is the F subset that collects all 
thee F functions which could alter the input problem P. 

AXIO MM 5.4.1 (COMMON FIXPOINT). Let F be a set of functions on P |. Suppose 
thatt g{P') 7̂  P', for g € F and P' € P. Then the update operator adds to G all 
thee F - G functions ƒ such that f(P') = P' while fg(P') / g{P'). 

Algorithmm 5.4.1: SGI(P,FP,F) 

oo := P */, complete input problem; 
GG := FP-
whilee G Ï 0 do 

choosechoose g € G; 
G:=G-{g}; G:=G-{g}; 
o'o' := g(o); 
iff  o'  ̂ o then 

GG := GU update(G, F, g, o); 

Thee following result is a corollary of Theorem 3.3.3 in Chapter 3, and it states 
thee every execution of the SGI schema on SCSPs computes a common fixpoint of 
thee iterated functions. 

COROLLARYY 5.4.4. Consider an SCSP P on S :=  (S, <s, x, _l_, T) and a finite 
setset F of functions on a family F{P) of PI problems, to which P belongs. Then 
everyevery terminating execution of the SGI algorithm that satisfies the Common Fix-
pointpoint Axiom 5.4.1, with input P and F, computes a common fixpoint of all the 
functionsfunctions from F.

5.4.33 The Role of Monotonieity 

Ass in the case of crisp constraints, if an instance of SGI for soft SCSPs iterates 
functionss which are monotone, with respect to a certain problem order, than 
thatt instance of SGI always returns the same common fixpoint of the iterated 
functions;; i.e., the least problem, with respect to the assigned problem order, that 
iss a common fixpoint of all the iterated functions. So let us first recast Axiom 3.3.2 
forr generic problem orderings — as for these, see Definition 5.3.10. 

AXIO MM 5.4.2 (LEAST FIXPOINT). The finite set F only contains monotone con-
straintt functions over a problem ordering (.F(P), C, P). 
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Givenn the above axiom, we infer the following corollary of Theorem 3.3.8. 

COROLLARYY  5.4.5. Consider an SCSP P on S := (5, <s, x, , T), a finite set 
FF of functions on a problem ordering (Jr(P),C.p, P), and assume the Common 
FixpointFixpoint Axiom 5.4-1 and the Least Fixpoint Axiom 5.4-2. Then every terminating 
executionexecution of SGI, with input P and F, computes the same problem: i.e., the least 
commoncommon fixpoint of all the F functions with respect to the problem ordering.

Thee above corollary is interesting in that it highlights the role of monotonicity in 
thee confluence of SGI on SCSPs. This property for rule based constraint prop-
agationn was originally restricted in [BMR97] to the case of c-semirings with an 
idempotentt x operation, see Theorem 5.4.1. Instead. Corollary 5.4.5 allows us to 
extendd this to all executions of SGI with rules, independently of the idempotency 
off  x, or the fairness hypothesis. 

COROLLARYY  5.4.6. Let R be a finite set of rules for an SCSP P := {X,D,C}. 
ThenThen all the terminating executions of SGI, with R rules and P as input, compute 
thethe same problem. This is the least common fixpoint of all the rules of F with 
respectrespect to the problem ordering on P. 

PROOF.. Lemma 5.4.2 yields that any rule based on X is an inflationary and 
monotonee soft constraint propagation function on (PI, Qp,P). Corollary 5.4.5 
impliess now our claim. G 

Wee now turn our efforts towards the issue of termination of SGI with SCSPs 
andd soft constraint functions. This is not an easy task in case of SCSPs; in fact, 
evenn if SCSP domains are finite, the c-semiring may be infinite, which is obviously 
aa source of possible non-termination. So, whereas for crisp CSPs inflationarity of 
functionss and finite domains are feasible and sufficient assumptions to ensure the 
terminationn of SGI (see Corollary 3.3.10), we shall see, in the following subsection, 
thatt this is not the case for all SCSPs. 

5.4.44 Termination 

Ass remarked in the preceding subsection, the presence of an infinite c-semiring 
universee may lead to a constraint propagation algorithm which does not always 
terminate.. In this subsection we focus on the issue of termination and investigate 
underr which conditions the SGI schema always terminates. We obtain general 
terminationn conditions, that yield the termination of every soft constraint prop-
agationn algorithm that is an instance of SGI. 
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Problemm orderings and termination 

Ourr first termination result below, concerns itself with the problem order (see Def-
initionn 5.3.5): instead of demanding the finiteness of the ordering, we assume that 
itss ascending chains have finite length. Then Theorem 3.3.9 guarantees the termi-
nationn of the SGI schema, in case of soft constraint propagation functions which 
aree inflationary and computable. In other words, if Axiom 3.3.3 is satisfied. We 
rewritee that axiom as follows, and specialise it to the case of SCSPs and soft 
constraintt propagation functions. 

AXIO MM  5.4.3 (TERMINATION). 

oo Each soft constraint function ƒ 6 F is computable over a problem ordering 
(F(P),n(F(P),nPlPlp). p). 

oo The F functions are inflationary with respect to the assigned problem order, 
oo The ordering (T(P), Qp,P) satisfies the ascending chain condition (ACC): 

i.e.,, each Cp-chain in P] is finite. 

Thee following statement is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.3.9. 

COROLLARYY  5.4.7 (TERMINATION 1). Let us consider an SCSP problem P on 
aa c-semiring S and a problem ordering TV :=  (T(P), CP, P) on P. Let us in-
stantiatestantiate SGI with P and a finite set F of functions on TV. Furthermore, let us 
assumeassume the Common Fixpoint Axiom 5.4.3. Then every execution of this instance 
ofof SGI terminates, computing a common fixpoint of the F functions.

Thee above corollary can be used to prove termination in some cases, like the ones 
discussedd in Section 5.5. However, it is a highly general result, so its hypothesis 
mightt be sometimes difficult to check. In turn, in some circumstances, specific 
propertiess of the adopted functions or c-semiring, easier to verify, can imply the 
assumptionss of the above corollary, and thus immediately ensure the termination 
off  SGI. This is the case of problem orderings step-by-step computed from the 
c-semiringg operations, as made precise in the remainder of this section. 

Semiringg based functions and termination 

Thee termination result in Corollary 5.4.7 refers to any inflationary functions on 
aa problem ordering. In the following part, we explore and characterise some 
problemm orderings and functions that satisfy Axiom 5.4.3. 

Thee main motivation for relaxing the assumptions of Axiom 5.4.3 to a generic 
familyy of problems in P| is that, in general, the whole family P\ contains too 
manyy problems with respect to those generated by specific constraint propagation 
algorithms.. Above all, this is the case if we analyse constraint propagation algo-
rithmss to establish whether and under which conditions they termination. The 
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followingg simple example, that pertains to a type of SCSPs of primary interest, 
explainss our concern. 

EXAMPLEE 5.4.8. We consider the fuzzy c-semiring {[0,1], <,rnin,0,1), and a 
fuzzyy CSP P over it. The problem P has variable domains equal to {a}  for 
bothh of its variables, x and y; P has just the trivial constraint c — (l,{x,y}), 
wheree 1 is the constant function that assigns the value 1 to each possible instan-
tiationn of x and y in D. Then P| is the class of all problems on x and y. It is 
evidentt that the problem order on P] cannot satisfy the ACC. 

Consider,, for instance, the set of problems Pn in P], the constraints of which 
aree defined as follows: 

 both unary constraints on x and y assign 1 to a, their only possible instan-
tiation; ; 

 the constraint of Pn on x and y assigns the value \/n + 1 to the pair (a, a). 

Thee relation Pn c Pn+\  is of strict order for every n € N, since (1/n : n £ N) is 
ann infinite odescending chain. So we have an infinite C-chain in P\. 

AA similar example applies to probabilistic CSPs with max instead of min. 

However,, if we restrict our attention to soft constraint functions and families of 
problemss that are, in some sense, finitely generated via those functions, we may 
avoidd the flaws of the above example. First we characterise such families and then 
studyy SGI with them. 

DEFINITIONN 5.4.9. Consider an SCSP P \= {X, D, C) on a c-semiring S, and a 
finitefinite set F of constraint functions on P |. Define F(P) to be the following subset 
off  P |: 

 P belongs to F(P); 

 if P' belongs to F(P), then there are finitely many F functions, say gi,... ,gk, 
suchh that P' is equal to gi  gk{P)', 

 nothing else belongs to F(P). 

Thenn (F(P), C, P) is the problem ordering that is finitely generated by F on P. 

Thiss is a typical construction in set theory, see [DP90]. 
Thee following statement is only Corollary 5.4.7 rephrased for orderings gen-

eratedd by F functions; there is nothing really new about it but the choice of 
orderings.. However, we shall use it as follows in the remainder of this section. 
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LEMM AA  5.4.10. Given a c-semiring S and an SCSP problem P on it, instantiate 
thethe SGI algorithm with a finite set F of constraint functions and P. Suppose that 
AxiomsAxioms 5.4-1 and 5.4-3 hold for (F(P), Ep,-P) and the F functions. Then every 
executionexecution of the SGI algorithm terminates, computing a common fixpoint of the 
FF functions.

Inn case of crisp constraints, such lemma could be applied to arc consistency prob-
lemss and the ordering F(P) would be contained in the domain ordering over P, 
seee Section 4.2. However, in the soft case it may not be trivial to envisage F(P), 
orr a family that contains it and for which Axiom 5.4.3 holds. However, we do 
havee the c-semiring ordering and operations, and so the question is whether these 
cann be used to construct F(P) as in the above lemma. 

Inn the following, we focus on the c-semirings operations and partial order, and 
introducee the notion of semiring closure of a soft constraint problem; this mirrors 
thee notion of ordering generated by functions. 

DEFINITIONN 5.4.11. Consider an SCSP P :=  {X,D,C) over a c-semiring S := 
(S,(S, <s, x, .1, T), and the set C(P) of c-semiring values that occur in P: i.e., 

C(P):=C(P):= \J{C(d) :deD[s}}. 
cec cec 

Thenn the semiring closure of P, denoted by C(P), is the smallest (with respect 
too set inclusion) of all sets B that enjoy the following properties: 

1.. C(P) QBQS; 

2.. B is closed under V and x. 

Noticee that the previous definition is meaningful, since there always is a set that 
satisfiess the two properties as above; that is, the c-semiring universe S itself. 

Whatt we need now is to single out those constraint functions that, applied to a 
problemm P, compute values that are in the semiring closure of P. Such functions, 
intuitively,, are defined via the two semiring operations, V and x. So, given an 
SCSPP P, those functions will return values that are either in O(P) or obtained 
fromm elements of C(P) by means of V, x, or their composition. 

DEFINITIONN 5.4.12. Consider an SCSP P over S, and a soft constraint function 
gg : Pf i—  Pf. Then g is a semiring based function if, for every P' € P |, it enjoys 
thee following property: 

C(g(P'))C(g(P')) C C{P'). 
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Inn other words, the c-semiring values that a semiring based function associates 
withh a problem P' can all be found in the semiring closure of P'. 

Thee line of our argument should be clear by now: since semiring based func-
tionss can only return values in the semiring closure of their input problem, the 
terminationn of SGI with such functions can be established by studying semiring 
closures. . 

So,, let us turn our attention to semiring closures and semiring based functions 
ass in the following lemma. 

L E M M AA 5.4.13. Consider an SCSP P on S and a finite set of semiring based 
functionsfunctions F. Assume also that the c-semiring order <s satisfies the Descending 
ChainChain Condition (DCC), when restricted to C{P): i.e., there are no infinite de-
scendingscending <s-chains ofC(P) elements. Then the problem ordering F(P) satisfies 
thethe ACC. 

P R O O F.. Suppose that the thesis of this lemma does not hold. That is, suppose 
thatt there is an infinite chain of F(P) problems, 

PP = Po C P  \ZP Pn C P Pn+i C P  (5.7) 

where,, for each n > 1, Pn :— g\  gk (F), for some gi,  ,gk € F. Since all the 
FF functions g are semiring based, we also have 

C(PC(Pnn)) C C(P), (5.8) 

forr every n € N. We now aim at proving that an infinite descending <s-chain can 
bee extracted from (5.7), thereby contradicting our assumption on <$. 

Inn fact, (5.7) yields the existence of a constraint Cn e Pn that is strictly 
greaterr than Cn+\ € Pn+i',  that is for which Cn \Zs Cn+\ holds. This is true for 
everyy n E N. As the chain in (5.7) is infinite, while the scheme X is finite, we can 
extractt (at least) an infinite chain of constraints, all on the same scheme s, from 
thee chain (5.7): 

 ^s Cm{s) \Zs Cm+1(s) \ZS  (5.9) 

Now,, Cm(s) Us Cm+i(s) means that there exists a tuple d € D [s] for which the 
followingg relation holds: 

CCmm((SS)(d)>)(d)>ssCCm+1m+1(s)(d). (s)(d). 

Ass the variable domain set D is finite while the chain in Equation (5.9) is infinite, 
wee can extract an infinite chain of semiring elements from the chain (5.9) of the 
followingg form: 

ssCCkk(d')>sC(d')>sCk+lk+l (d')>(d')> ss------ (5.10) ) 
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Alll  the c-semiring elements that occur in (5.10) belong to C(P) due to (5.8). 
Therefore,, the restriction of the order <5 to the set C{P) does not satisfy the 
DCC,, which contradicts our hypothesis. E 

Thee following corollary follows now from Lemma 5.4.10 (which is Corollary 5.4.7, 
specialisedd to finitely generated orderings) via Lemma 5.4.13. 

COROLLARYY  5.4.14 (TERMINATION 2). Consider an SCSP P over S and a fi-
nitenite set F of semiring based functions. Assume the Common Fixpoint Axiom 5.4-1-
SupposeSuppose that the F functions are computable and inflationary over a problem or-
deringdering of the form (F(P), CP, P). Assume, also, that the c-semiring_ order <s sat-
isfiesisfies the Descending Chain Condition (DCC) when restricted to C(P); namely, 
therethere are no infinite descending <s-chains of C(P) elements. Then every exe-
cutioncution of the SGI algorithm terminates, computing a common fixpoint of the F 
functions.functions. n 

Nevertheless,Nevertheless, even the assumptions of Corollary 5.4.14 may be difficult to 
check.. In fact, it might not always be trivial to determine the semiring closure 
off  a given SCSP P; furthermore, we should also check that the restriction of the 
semiringg order to the closure satisfies the DCC. Nevertheless, if the multiplicative 
operationn of the semiring is idempotent, then the semiring closure of any given 
problemm is always finite, and hence satisfies the DCC. 

COROLLARYY  5.4.15 (TERMINATION 3). Consider an SCSP P onS and a finite 
setset of F of semiring based functions. Assume the Common Fixpoint Axiom 5.4-1-
SupposeSuppose that these are inflationary on a problem ordering defined on F(P). As-
sume,sume, also, that the x operation of S is idempotent. 

 Then the semiring closure of P is finite. 

 Thus every execution of the SGI algorithm terminates, computing a common 
fixpointfixpoint of the F functions. 

PROOF.. We only need to prove the first item, and the second follows then from 
Corollaryy 5.4.14. First, let us recall that a c-semiring with an idempotent x 
operationn is a distributive complete lattice, see Lemma 5.2.1. Furthermore, every 
finitelyfinitely  generated sublattice of a distributive lattice is finite, see [DP90]. Thus 
everyy finitely generated sublattice of a c-semiring with idempotent x operation 
iss finite. 

Now,, the set C(P) of all semiring elements in P is finite, since every SCSP 
hass finitely many constraints, finite domains and finitely many variables. So the 
semiringg closure of P is finitely generated. Therefore the semiring closure of P is 
finite,, due the aforementioned result of lattice theory.
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Noticee that the above two results concerning terminations are the analogues 
off  Theorem 4.14 in [BMR97]. However there the set C(s) is assumed to be finite 
inn order to guarantee the termination of a constraint propagation algorithm. This 
hypothesiss is much more restrictive, and implies ours in Corollary 5.4.14. Thus 
Theoremm 4.14 in ib. is a special case of our Corollaries 5.4.14 and 5.4.15. 

Finale e 

Ourr results concerning termination can suggest various strategies for proving the 
terminationn of SGI instances, like the following ones. 

 If the constraint functions are semiring based and the multiplicative opera-
tionn x of the c-semiring is idempotent. then we resort to Corollary 5.4.15. 

 If x is not idempotent, but the soft constraint functions are semiring based, 
wee can check whether the restriction of the semiring order to the semiring 
closuree of P satisfies the DCC and appeal to Corollary 5.4.14. 

 If the restriction of the semiring order to the semiring closure of P does 
nott satisfy the DCC or the soft constraint functions are not all semiring 
based,, then we can try to prove that the problem order on Pf, or a smaller 
problemm ordering on P satisfies the ACC. If the F functions are inflationary 
withh respect to that ordering, then SGI terminates by Corollary 5.4.7. 

Inn Section 5.5 below, we investigate some examples of constraint propagation 
algorithmss for SCSPs, and briefly analyse them by means of the theoretical results 
off  the present section. 

5.55 Soft Constraint Propagation Algorithms 

Inn this section, we briefly survey several soft constraint propagation algorithms 
andd show how the general results concerning SGI over soft CSPs can be used to 
bothh describe and analyse those specific algorithms. We restrict our attention 
too arc consistency algorithms over SCSPs; for these are the most used constraint 
propagationn algorithms over SCSPs and easier to explain. 

Ourr account of constraint propagation algorithms in this section has no pre-
tencee of completeness. However, it proves that a number of constraint propagation 
algorithmss for SCSPs are extensions of their corresponding crisp counterparts, 
sincee all of them are instances of SGI. By these claims, we mean that the basic 
processs of "prune-and-propagate" is carried over, and only slightly modified by 
passingg from crisp to soft CSPs: 

 pruning of domain or constraint values is transformed as reduction to more 
restrictivee constraint problems, so to speak; 
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 whereas the propagation phase is characterised as in the crisp case, because 
updateupdate is not substantially different. 

Wee start our survey and analysis with the fuzzy and probabilistic cases, based 
onn the <R total order over real numbers, and the max or min operator. Then 
wee deal with a form of generalised arc consistency for soft constraint problems, 
thatt is defined through functions which are not finitely generated by means of the 
twoo c-semiring operations. Finally, we briefly present the partial arc consistency 
counterr algorithm by Freuder and Wallace, and show that this simple constraint 
propagationn algorithm is an instance of SGI too. 

5.5.11 Probabilistic and Fuzzy Arc Consistency Algorithms 

Lett us consider, as in Subsection 5.2.3, a fuzzy CSP P :=  (X, D, C) based on the 
c-semiringg {[0,1], <R,min,0,1). Notice that x is the minimum operator, so it is 
idempotentt and the underlying c-semiring is a distributive lattice. 

Then,, given a unary constraint Cj, we define, for each Xj such that i  ̂ j , a 
functionn of the form ƒ (xi? s); the scheme s is equal either to {XJ, Xj) if i < j , or to 
{XJ,{XJ, x  ̂ if j < i. Then, ƒ (xi7 s), if applied to P, returns a problem P' that differs 
fromm P at most in its unary constraint C"(XJ), that is denned as follows: 

E(s)(d)E(s)(d) := mm{C{xi)(d[xi\), C(s)(d), C(:r,-)(dfo])}, for every d € D [s] , 
C'{xi){a)C'{xi){a)  := max{E{s){d) : d€D[s] and d[xt]  = a}, (5.11) 

inn which C(xi), C(XJ) and C(s) are all P constraints. Each ƒ (x^ s) function is a 
softt constraint function on F(P), that collects all problems P' such that P C P', 
andd P differs from P' at most in the unary constraints. 

Thus,, Corollary 5.4.15 can be directly employed to prove that any constraint 
propagationn algorithm with /(x i 7s) functions such as (5.11) always terminates, 
wheneverr it is an instance of SGI. The returned problem is a common fixpoint of 
thee iterated functions as in (5.11). 

Sincee those functions are also monotone with respect to the problem order C 
onn F(P), then all the executions of the SGI algorithm with them computes the 
samee problem; namely, the least common fixpoint with respect to the problem 
order,, that is more constraining than P. This is due to Corollary 5.4.5. 

Noticee that each function ƒ := /(XJ, s) such as (5.11) preserves equivalence: 

Sol{P)Sol{P) = Sol(f{P)). 

Itt is not a difficult exercise to verify that the above relation holds, since max and 
minn are both idempotent. We refer the reader to [GenOla, GenOlb] for a deeper 
analysiss on this topic. 

Finally,, let us consider a probabilistic CSP P :=  (X,D,C) based on the c-
semiringg ([0,1], >R,max,0,1). Notice that x is the maximum operator, so it is 
idempotentt and the underlying c-semiring is a distributive lattice. 
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Ass in the fuzzy case, arc consistency is enforced by means of functions of the 
formm f(xi, s). When this function is applied to P, it returns a problem P' that 
differss from P at most in its unary constraint C'(Xi), that is defined as follows: 

E{s){d)E{s){d) := max{C(xi)(d\i]), C(s)(d), C{xi)(d\j])},  for every deD[s], 

C'{xi)(a)C'{xi)(a) := min {E{s){d) : d e D [s]  and d [xt]  = a}, (5.12) 

inn which C(art-), C(xj) and C(s) are all P constraints. As in the case of fuzzy 
CSPs,, we conclude that any constraint propagation algorithm with f(xi,s) func-
tionss as in (5.12) always terminates, whenever it is an instance of SGI (by Corol-
laryy 5.4.15). The returned problem is the least common fixpoint of the iterated 
functionss as in (5.12), with respect to the problem order (by Corollary 5.4.5). 

5.5.22 Generalised Arc Consistency Algorithms 

Thee above functions in Equations (5.11) and (5.12) are semiring based functions, 
ass characterised in Definition 5.4.12. However, the user may profit from having at 
her/hiss disposal further functions than those provided by the chosen c-semiring. 

Too our knowledge, it was first Schiex to underline the faults of soft arc con-
sistencyy for weighted CSPs and propose a solution to it. In fact, as shown for 
instancee in [SchOO], if only addition is used to enforce soft constraint propagation, 
equivalencee gets lost. So, in [SchOO, CS01], arc consistency is refined by intro-
ducingg a sort of inverse operation to addition; this new operation is not — in our 
terminologyy — semiring based. 

Algorithmm 5.5.1: AC-proj and AC-join 

proceduree AC-proj(C(s), x{, a) 
/?? := min {C(s){t U {a}) :teD[s- {xt}}}; 
C'{xi)(a):=mm{C(xi)(a),P}; C'{xi)(a):=mm{C(xi)(a),P}; 
ifif  C'{Xi){a)  ̂ C(xi){a) then 

C(^)(a):=C"(x,)(a); ; 
forr deD[s] do C(s)(d,a) :=C{s){d,a) - 3: 

proceduree AC-join(C(s),Xj,a) 
forr d e D [s - {xi}]  do 

P-Z^sCixMidUiamxj]); P-Z^sCixMidUiamxj]); 

77 := max{c(s)(dU{a}),j:XjesC(xMdU{a}) [Xj])]  ; 

Thee resulting algorithm in [CS01] iterates two sorts of functions, illustrated as 
inn Algorithms 5.5.1. The algorithm of [CS01] can be easily turned into an instance 
off  SGI. Hence this explains how the algorithm computes a common fixpoint of 
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alll  the iterated functions. The algorithm of [CS01] preserves equivalence, but 
neitherr its confluence nor its termination can be ensured in the general case; 
inn fact, functions for this are neither inflationary nor monotone over the soft 
constraintt orderings. 

5.5.33 Maximal CSPs 

Ann interesting case of weighted CSPs, see Subsection 5.2.3, is constituted by 
maximall  CSPs, briefly max-CSPs. Given an over constrained CSP, namely a 
CSPP that does not admit solutions, Freuder et al. (see [FW92]) devised a series 
off  algorithms to maximise the number of satisfied constraints, regardless of their 
importance.. In other words, each constraint can assign one out of two levels of 
preferencee to each constraints; either 0 (yes), or 1 (no). Then, at each step of the 
basicc algorithm in [FW92], the number of constraints, unsatisfied by the extension 
d'd' of the current assignment d, gets computed; then this number is compared 
withh the stored number of unsatisfied constraints by a previously computed total 
assignmentt — the initial stored number being 0 or another lower bound, chosen 
byy the programmer. If the stored number is less than the new computed value, 
thenn search is abandoned along the path of d'; else it continues to extend it to 
anotherr variable. This basic branch-and-bound algorithm terminates when the 
numberr of violated constraints is minimised, and a total assignment that does so 
iss returned. 

Inn [FW92], Freuder and Wallace devise also a form of arc consistency for 
max-CSPs,, named partial arc consistency. Their partial arc consistency counter 
(PACC)) algorithm computes the number of satisfied constraints for each variable 
instantiation.. The PACC algorithm is extended, by means of SGI, to its hyper 
arcc version, namely the Partial Generalised Arc Consistency Counter (PGACC) 
Algorithmm 5.5.2 displayed as below. This is a naive algorithm, and it could be 
improvedd in a number of way, for instance by ordering variables. However, we 
onlyy aim at showing that PACC is an instance of the more general schema, SGI, 
forr soft constraint propagation. 

Firstt we regard the given max-CSP as a weighted CSP, so that its constraints 
cann only assign either 0 or 1 to their tuples. Therefore our extension of the par-
tiall  arc consistency counter algorithm becomes straightforward. In fact, instead of 
assumingg only binary constraints, we check that a variable instantiation is consis-
tentt with constraints of any arity. As for this, we introduce new unary constraints 
inn the original problem; namely we define a "counter constraint" CC(i) for each 
variablee Xj of the problem. So each CC(i) assigns a natural number to each value 
off  the original CSP domain £>*; whereas all the original problem constraints can 
onlyy assign either 0 or 1 to their tuples. In other words, CC(i) is assumed to 
countt the number of satisfied constraints for each assignment a of the variable 
Xi.Xi. If no prior knowledge is assumed, each CC(i) of the extended input problem, 
denotedd by P, assigns 0 to each value in D{. 
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Thee functions, iterated by the PGACC algorithm, are defined as follows: for 
eachh value a in £>j, the input problem domain, we define a function f(xila) of 
thee form min {_, Y\ J2-}ia)- So, given a problem P{ D P, the computed problem 
K+ii  :— f(xi,a)(Pk) differs from Pk at most in the added constraint CCk+i(x,) 
thatt is characterised as follows: 

CCk+1(zj)(a)) := min l C*{XJ), ]~[ ^ {Ck(s) : xt G s, s ^ i j }  (o). 

Noticee that each selected function is removed after being applied in PGACC, 
andd that update is always empty; in fact the adopted functions f{i,a) are all 
idempotentt and commutative. Therefore, there is no propagation as, commonly, 
inn the case of classical crisp constraints. 

Algorithmm 5.5.2: PGACC(P, F) 

PP :— given problem, extended with GC; 
G:=F-G:=F-
whilee G ^ 0 do 

choosechoose f(xi,a) 6 G; 
PP :=  f{Xi,a){P); 
G:=G-{f{G:=G-{f{ XiXi,a)} ,a)} 

Thee above algorithm can only count the number of constraint violations for each 
assignment.. It could be modified so as to incorporate a propagation phase, as 
suggestedd in see [FW92]. 

Thee fact that PGACC terminates is obviously true, since there is no propagation 
phase;; i.e., update is empty. The termination of the PGACC algorithm is also a 
triviall  consequence of Corollary 5.4.7, since the generated problem order on P is 
alwayss finite, and hence it satisfies the ACC. 

5.66 Conclusions 

5.6.11 Synopsis 

Inn the present chapter, constraints with preference values, i.e., soft constraints, 
aree introduced and a number of constraint propagation algorithms for these are 
studied.. So, the SGI schema is used to represent and analyse semiring-based con-
straintt propagation algorithms, as we did in Chapter 4 for classical constraints. 
Therefore,, the SGI algorithm provides a general schema for soft constraint prop-
agationn as well. Again, the results obtained for the schema are applicable to all 
itss soft instances as straightforward corollaries. 
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Inn particular, termination is not an easy issue in the context of soft constraint 
propagationn algorithms: yet our analysis stresses the role that, in this, inflationar-
ityy of soft constraint functions and well-founded orders play. This results in three 
generall  termination properties that can be applied in different soft frameworks, 
ass we summarise at the end of Subsection 5.4.4. 

5.6.22 Discussion 

Thee SGI algorithm schema iterates functions according to a certain strategy; 
howeverr these are not required to have special properties for the algorithm to 
computee a common fixpoint of theirs. Due to this generality, we are able to 
instantiatee this schema to a larger class of soft constraint propagation algorithms 
thann the rule based schema of [BMR97] can account for, see Section 5.5. 

Also,, properties of functions, i.e. monotonicity and inflationarity, are studied 
ass separate issues in Chapter 3. Thus their respective roles in connection with 
certainn behaviours of soft constraint propagation algorithms are differentiated. 
Thiss is already an achievement: in the soft constraint literature, often, the two 
propertiess are studied together and the role of each in the analsys of soft con-
straintt propagation thus gets lost. This distinction can help in the design of new 
algorithms:: e.g., it is often the case that in planning we do not want an algorithm 
too terminate, and an optimal solution is the one that maximises the number of 
satisfiedd constraints; hence inflationarity is a property that should be overlooked 
inn the design of algorithms for such problems. On the other hand, the capability 
too predict the outcome of the algorithms' computations could be essential; thus 
monotonicityy becomes an important requirement. 

Inn the remainder of this part, we conclude our theoretical analysis of constraint 
propagationn algorithms: in the following chapter, we summarise and specify all 
thee functions used to characterise them. 




